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Abstract—Wireless devices connected to the networks have
been increasing remarkably for the last couple of decades.
Ubiquitous voice and data connection are the key requisite for the
next generation of wireless technology. Device to Device commu-
nication is widely known as D2D communication which is a new
paradigm of cellular communication, and it was initially proposed
to boost the network performance. It takes place when two
devices communicate directly without taking significant help from
the base station. Similar to other wireless communication systems,
mobility management for the D2D communication is a big
challenge which is yet to explore properly. Mobility management
of D2D communications was enlightened in few papers. It should
be managed in such a smart way in a cellular network that should
enable lower latency, lower power consumptions, less complexity
and last but not the least possible uninterrupted data connections
which are primarily the requirements of next generations mobile
cellular network. This paper extends our algorithm paradigm of
mobility management of D2D communication that was proposed
and published previously. We come up with the simulation results
in this paper that validate our proposed model. However, we also
highlight the D2D communications and mobility issues within it.

Index Terms—Device to Device Communication, Mobility
Management, 5G, Inband D2D, Underlay D2D.

I. INTRODUCTION

Mobile communication is fundamentally regarded as a
recent innovation, and most of its features were introduced
after the 1980s. The era of cellular communication has been
divided into several generations. Next generation mobile
system which is also known as Fifth Generation (5G) is
expected to fulfill the major demands of data services in
telecommunication system along with new era of Internet of
Things (IoT). 5G mobile network refers to the next major
phase of mobile telecommunications system beyond the
currently available IMT-Advanced/4G standards. 5G systems
have not been standardized yet, and it is still an open question
whether it fits all technologies to address all use cases and
requirements or not. It is assumed not only about to boost
the data rate but also the extensive connections in addition to
the data rate in 4G.

Existing 4G architecture needs to be changed considerably
to get the 1000x data rate for the 5G communication system.

Mobile cellular communication has been designed historically
based on cells as a primary unit for the radio access network
to ensure the coverage and capacity. Network densification is a
significant trend of any cellular generation. As heterogeneous
network was a significant modification in the 4G network,
the 5G network is assumed to be changed into device-centric
architecture [1]. It will modify the network densification
in different directions. Apparently, no-edge network, i.e., a
uniform network solution is a trend and challenge for the
5G cellular network. Moreover, using the smarter devices
can effectively change the concept of cell architecture since
D2D or M2M (Machine to Machine) are going to be a
major factor day by day. When it comes to an issue of
communication between two end users, smooth mobility
management plays an important role to keep the quality
up to the threshold. Communication between two ends can
effectively be realizable if a smart movement system could be
integrated. Mobility management for the D2D communication
is an early stage now. We need to have a proper mobility
management algorithm for the D2D communication so
that it could be implemented in the 5G cellular network
system. The objective of this paper is to prove our previously
proposed algorithm regarding the mobility management of
D2D communication with simulation results that was the next
task in our previous paper [2].

The rest of the paper is structured such as next section
is for the basics of D2D communications system along with
the problem statement of mobility management. Section three
highlights the novel approach of mobility management for the
D2D communication system that was initially proposed in our
paper [2]. Section four is dedicated to the simulation parame-
ters and results. Finally, section five concludes the paper with
focusing the major works done and future directions.

II. D2D COMMUNICATION AND THE PROBLEM OF
MOBILITY MANAGEMENT

D2D Communications is another direction that a wireless
communication system can take, where a device directly
communicates with another device to increase the overall



throughput and spectrum efficiency. This offloads base station
traffic. It is a communication technology that facilitates any
device to communicate directly without the support of major
infrastructure, i.e. a base station, during the data transfer
period. Base stations only control the devices to enable the
communication between them.

Fig. 1. D2D communication in a cellular system.

There are several ways where D2D communication could
be used and improves the overall performance. If a device
is located out of the coverage area of a base station, Signal
to Interference plus Noise Ratio (SINR) is usually low, and
the device might not be able to communicate with others
using base station. However, if the device is located within
a proximity area of another device, then overall coverage
area might be extended by using the second device as a
relay. In that case, overall spectrum utilization increases.
Fig.1 illustrates an overall view of D2D communication in a
cellular network. Paper [3] mentioned some other applications
of D2D communications like a Vehicle to Vehicle (V2V)
communications, cellular offloading, content distribution,
gaming, social networking, etc. On the other hand, a network
with the D2D communication enabled could significantly
increase the overall energy efficiency. As a device transmits
and receives from the very short distance, they do not require
massive power to transfer to the another device and base
station do not need to communicate with maximum power
while the device is used as a relay.

D2D communication still requires an efficient protocol
and algorithm to handle these communication scenarios. Key
challenges of D2D communication are to find the real op-
portunities to establish the connection, duplexing structure of
uplink/downlink communication, designing devices that are

D2D enabled from both protocol and hardware perspective,
accounting the extra overheads to control the communication
and estimating the channel [1]. Location of the D2D users
could be calculated using the direction of arrival estimation
techniques [4] [5]. A discussion of full feature and opportunity
of D2D communication is out of the scope of this paper. Sur-
vey paper [3] discusses all the basics of D2D communications.
However, Fig. 2 mentions of the major classifications of D2D.
A brief explanation of each classification is also out of the
scope of this paper.

Fig. 2. Major classification of D2D communications.

Mobility management for the LTE-A is so far well
standardized and already implemented. A role of mobility
model considering the energy and bandwidth efficiency is
proposed in [6] for the LTE-A network. Paper [?], [7], [8]
provides a technical overview of handover and mobility
management for the heterogeneous network (4G) in LTE-A.
Authors in this paper investigate A3 events that take control
of the entire handover parameters. Usually, the mobility of a
user is mentioned broadly in three different states, i.e., idle,
active, and detached mode. Handover takes place when the
UE moves from one location to another location that requires
the intervention of new base station to provide the user a
smooth service. Detailed handover process of a UE for the
LTE-A network is also out of the scope of this chapter. This
paper describes the entire handover process for only the D2D
communication systems.

However, the standard handover does not apply to the D2D
communication process as this communication involves and
must satisfy additional parameter issues for the both devices.
So far, few papers were published based on the mobility
management of D2D communications. Reducing latency is the
primary target for any communication. Paper [9] considered
two different kinds of solution that could reduce the latency
considerably. Authors justified the solutions with some simu-
lation results. These two categorized smart solutions are D2D-
aware handover solution and D2D-triggered handover solution.
Authors propose the control of devices by the single BS.
That is because when the difference eNodeBs control them,



latency is increased substantially as a result of extra overhead
to communicate with two different base stations. It causes
performance degradation. In our paper, we propose D2D-
aware handover provided the condition is that source eNodeB
will postpone the handover until controls of both devices are
satisfied by target eNodeB2. In the case of D2D-triggered
handover solution, authors mention a signaling flow chart that
shows a new D2D user takes the control to join a group
communication. Authors aim to cluster the total members
of a D2D group within a minimum number of eNodeBs or
cells so that total signaling overheads resulted by the inter-
BS communication are reduced. Paper [10] also propose a
handover mechanism for D2D communication. However, our
proposal also considered some factors in addition to this paper
like spectrum efficiency based on the total sum-rate using only
uplink resources, mode selection and more realistic model of
path loss.

III. PROPOSED MODEL

Referring to our previously published paper [2] where
we proposed a new model and left the simulation result
as a future work, we extend the model further along with
the simulation results in this paper. We consider the same
parameters and mathematical models mentioned in paper [2].
A glimpse of this mobility model is mentioned in Fig. 3
where D2D transmitter (DUETx) is moving towards another
eNB. We consider only the Time Division Duplex (TDD)
configuration for our proposed model. In that case, all the
standard mechanism that are usually applied for the TDD are
also applicable to our proposed model accordingly.

In this model, we also consider the underlay inband D2D
communication to make sure that spectral efficiency is max-
imized. In that case, same resources are used by both D2D
and cellular users. We assume that D2D users use same
uplink resources as the cellular users. So, every D2D pair is
associated with one cellular device where they share the same
uplink resources for the communications. Some frequency
reuse algorithms are discussed in paper [11]–[14] for the
downlink. But we consider only uplink algorithms for our
model to increase the spectrum utilization. Our approach is
to increase the total sum-rate where total sum-rate includes
the sum-rate of D2D pairs rD2D and sum-rate of cellular users
rCellular as follows:

RSum = rD2D + rCellular (1)

We consider the group handover to the target eNB as
already mentioned in paper [9] and discussed in the previous
section. It reduces the latency and other functional overheads.
Our proposed model also consider the paper [15] where
a normal D2D operation is offered without the scope of
handover possibilities. In our previous paper [2], we proposed
mobility management in this model in addition to the general
D2D operational model. Fig. 3 shows detailed scenarios
where channel link, gains, a position of the eNB, D2D users,
cellular users and mobility directions are mentioned explicitly

along with the mathematical model [2].

Fig. 3. Proposed mobility model.

Consider the total number of DUEs pair (each pair consists
of one transmitter and one receiver) and CUEs are Nc and
Nd respectively. Assuming a total number of resource sharing
pair (one resource sharing pair consists of one D2D pair and
one cellular user) is constant in the source cell as well as in
target cell. That means once handover process is performed,
a total number of devices in the target cell are as same as in
the previous cell before the handover. In that case, we can
apply all the operational mechanism at the target cell as in
the source cell.

Assume that fij is a specific resource sharing pair consists
of ith CUE and jth DUE pair where i ∈ 1, ..Nc and
j ∈ 1, ..Nd. According to the Fig. 3, channel link indicates
the specific gain between the particular devices or eNB. We
consider dTj is the D2D transmitter and dRj is referred to as
D2D receiver. We also consider cSi and cTi indicate cellular
user of source cell and target cell respectively. eSo and eTo
are the source and target cell respectively. Cellular user for
the target cell is indicated as CUET

i for the source it is
CUES

i . DUETxj is the D2D transmitter, and DUERxj

is the receiver of the same cell. The channel gain between
D2D users at the source cell is GdTj d

R
j whereas after

the handover takes place in the target cell it is ḠdTj d
R
j .

As the number of devices is not changing in the new cell,
we assume i and j remain same after the handover takes place.

An adequate power transmit considering the pathloss and
shadowing can be expressed as the following equation [15]
[2].

PD = SD ◦ P̄D (2)



where, ◦ is a Hadamard operator and SD is the result of
resource scheduling for DUEs at the target cell. P̄D is a
matrix constructed by eNB based on the all users within the
target cell and it consists the values required power of each fij .

Since all the calculations related to the target cells are
almost similar to the source cell during the normal operation of
D2D mode, the only latency required is for taking the handover
decision and relevant gain calculations which are as like as
normal handover process. As both the cellular user and D2D
users use same uplink resources, the spectrum efficiency would
be the highest and sum-rate would also be maximum.

IV. SIMULATION PARAMETERS AND RESULTS

In our previous paper [2], we proposed four possible
moving directions, but we considered only one direction
for the mathematical model as per Fig. 3. However, we
considered all possible directions for our simulation. Based
on the power allocation as stated in [2], we simulated the
possible handover attempts done by the mobile station as
only D2D aware handover solution was considered.

We also consider that none of the devices is out of the
network area at the beginning and if a device moves towards
out of the network coverage area but still in the proximity
areas of another D2D pair, it may act as a relay.

Regarding the best mode selection, we proposed five
possible operational conditions that could have occurred.
These are Cellular mode, D2D mode, Relay mode, Waiting
mode and Drop mode. The algorithm for the proposed
simulation model to select the best operational mode are as
follows.

Algorithm 1 shows the simplified way of how modes were
selected. Selection of modes depends on mainly the threshold
value that is set and the total path loss from the moving
device to the base station. Fig. 5 shows the simulations
results, and it indicates clearly the superiority of D2D mode
which is the primary target of our model.

For the high Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) and full load,
we have the following equation [16].

RSRP (dBm)= RSSI (dBm) -10*log (12*N).

Here, RSRP is the Reference Signal Receive Power and
RSSI indicates Received Signal Strength Indicator which can
be again calculated by the below equation.

RSSI = wideband power = noise + serving cell power +
interference power.

Reference Signal Received Quality (RSRQ) is determined
by the following equation.

Data: Source eNodeB: Total loss between D2D pairs =
SourceLD2D, Threshold between D2D pair =
SourceThD2D, Total loss between D2D
transmitter and eNodeB = SourceLDT eNB ,
Threshold between D2D transmitter and eNodeB =
SourceThDT eNB , Total loss between D2D
receiver and eNodeB = SourceLDReNB ,
Threshold between D2D receiver and eNodeB =
SourceThDReNB . Target eNodeB: Total loss
between D2D pairs = TargetLD2D, Threshold
between D2D pair = TargetThD2D, Total loss
between D2D transmitter and eNodeB =
TargetLDT eNB , Threshold between D2D
transmitter and eNodeB = TargetThDT eNB , Total
loss between D2D receiver and eNodeB =
TargetLDReNB , Threshold between D2D receiver
and eNodeB = TargetThDReNB ,

if SourceLD2D ≤ SourceThD2D and SourceLDT eNB

≤ SourceThDT eNB and SourceLDReNB ≤
SourceThDReNB then

Select D2D Mode;
else

Search for the next possible mode
end
if SourceLD2D > SourceThD2D and SourceLDT eNB

≤ SourceThDT eNB and SourceLDReNB ≤
SourceThDReNB then

Select cellular Mode;
else

Search for the next possible mode
end
if SourceLD2D ≤ SourceThD2D and SourceLDT eNB

> SourceThDT eNB and SourceLDReNB ≤
SourceThDReNB then

Select waiting mode to observe the UE’s moving
direction;

else
Search for the next possible mode

end
if SourceLDT eNB > SourceThDT eNB and
TargetLDT eNB ≤ TargetThDT eNB and
TargetLDReNB ≤ TargetThDReNB then

Prepare and trigger for the group handover;
else

Search for the next possible mode
end
if SourceLDT eNB > SourceThDT eNB and
TargetLDT eNB > TargetThDT eNB and
TargetLDReNB < TargetThDReNB and
TargetLD2D ≤ TargetThD2D then

Select Relay Mode;
else

Call Drop;
end

Algorithm 1: Mode selection algorithm.



RSRQ = N x RSRP / RSSI, where, N mentions the number
of physical resource block (PRBs).

Total path loss is calculated according to the paper [15].

Pathloss(PL) = α.PLLOS + (1− α).PLNLOS , (3)

where, α is the average ratio of D2D users in line of sight
(LOS) and non line of sight (NLOS) regions. PLLOS and
PLNLOS are the path loss for the line of sight and non line
of sight distance respectively and calculated by

PLLOS/NLOS = K1 +K2. log10 .d, (4)

where, K1 and K2 are the path loss coefficients and calculated
from the receiving and transmitting antennas and frequency
used. d is the distance between the D2D users.

Total calculated shadowing loss is as follows:

L(r) = R(∆r).L(r −∆r) +

√
1− (R(∆r))

2
.σ.X, (5)

where, X is a Gaussian random variable with unit variance
and zero-mean. σ is standard deviation. The calculation of
R(∆r) is referred to the paper [15] which depends on the
decorrelation distance of shadow fading and distance between
the locations.

Multi-path fading is calculated by the equation as:

ML = 10 log(− log Y ), (6)

where, Y is a random variable with uniform distribution.

We have designed a MATLAB(R2016a) simulation model
based on the proposed algorithm with the help of LTE System
Toolbox. For some cases, we also used Simulink. Fig. 4
shows the MATLAB model where random moving directions
are observed as an animation. In this figure, we considered
a D2D pair and a cellular user. One of the D2D users who
mainly transmits are moving randomly. For the simulation,
we consider only one direction to avoid the complexity. We
set two base stations within the area, and they are placed at
different heights. The parameters used for the simulations are
in Table I.

Fig. 6 shows the sum-rate trend while handover is taking
place. It points that handover takes place without any major
degradation of data throughput.

Fig. 7 also indicates the trend of path loss over distance.
It shows that path loss is increasing when D2D transmitter
is going apart from the source base station. The handover
threshold point is also mentioned there.

TABLE I
SIMULATION PARAMETERS.

Simulation Parameters Values
Duplexing TDD

Walking model Random
Total loss path loss + shadow fading + multi-path [15]

Cellular User’s location [15 35 25]
D2D User’s location [40 50 60]

Source Base station’s location (80, 15, 10)
Target Base station’s location (20, 80, 20)

Carrier Frequency 2 GHz
Handover Threshold 114dBm

Handover trigger D2D aware
Handover type Group handover
Resource used Uplink
Types of D2D Underlay Inband
Temperature 290K

SINR -20dB
Maximum UE transmit power 21 dBm

Transmit power or eNodeB 39 dBm
Network Layout 2 Sites and no grid maintained

Total number CUEs per cell 1
K1 17.5 dB (NLOS) and 38.8dB (LOS)
K2 43.3 dB (NLOS) and 16.9dB (LOS)

Total number DUEs pair per cell 2
σ 3dB (LOS and NLOS)

MATLAB version 2016a
Number of resource blocks 100 resource block/20KHz (Full)
Total simulation performed 500
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V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we started with reviewing the D2D commu-
nication system where mobility management is a big issue
to be solved. Then, we studied the recent papers regarding
the mobility management issues and highlighted our model
previously published that might fit with the next generation
cellular network standard. Then we put the simulation result
with the animation model which is the primary focus of
this paper. Simulation results show the different types of
occurrences with the proposed model where D2D mode takes
place for maximum times while the mobile station is moving.
Our next work is to relate this proposed model to Markovian
Chain model to validate the algorithm more extensively.



Fig. 5. Plot for the occurances (percentage)
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